Kenall’s MedMaster MAEC Series luminaires are standard 4-foot overbed luminaires with ambient and exam modes, and a new optional reading light function. These redesigned fixtures deliver the right amount of light for numerous tasks, while improved optics create a softer, more even light. In addition, this IP65-rated, sealed fixture also features optional color tuning for improved rest.

MAEC Series
- Delivered lumen range: 2,953–7,022 lm
- Input Power: 44–91W
- Efficacy: 65–88 lm/W
- Symmetric ambient and asymmetric exam function
- Adjustable MR16 LED reading light option
- Tunable white option

READING AND EXAM LIGHT LAYOUT
(Must be specified in pairs)

Nominal size: 8” × 48”
Installation Types: Grid, flange
Lamp Type: LED